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Objectives

Exploring social sustainability of farming systems in contrasted case
studies where production models are opposed.
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Assessing social impacts of fruit production according to two
organizational models (farm types).
Applying qualitative research to deepening social impact methodologies
to understand social aspects of fruit and vegetable fruit production.
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Rationale of the study
Rural area
(Huesca)

2031 farms

Bajo
Cinca
(BC)

Baix
Llobregat
(BLL)

Periurban
area
(Barcelona)

39% fruit y
7% vegetable
Large
distribution and
export
orientation

• Farming system research (Darnhofer, Gibbon and
Dedieu, 2012): A farm cannot be studied in
isolation, but it needs to be understood as
embedded in a territory, a locale, a region, with
its specific agro-ecological setting, economic
opportunities and cultural values.

549 farms

4018 ha

92865 ha
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SPAIN

38% Fruits y
50%
Vegetables
Short supply
chains and
regional markets

• Typical farm approach (Chbanda et al. 2020) to
measure the impact of the predominant farm
type in each farming system, defined through
the via triangulation of qualitative (in-depth
interviews) and quantitative methods (agrarian
census).
• Social Organizational LCA (Martínez-Blanco et al.
2015): Impacts are linked to a reference
organization, instead of a product and are
derived mainly from organizational behavior.
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Methods
• Data Collection: specific data
from in-depth interviews
with 31 farmers (16 BC/15
BLL) and cross-checked by
data from Spanish
agricultural census.

•Chain length
•% direct sells
•% Surface of organic
crops

•Contribution to land
concentration
•% irrigation area
•Agricultural
productivity

•Use of family labour
•Legal status
•Tenancy regime
•Temporary
employment rate

•Young farmer

Food
sovereignty

Access to
resources

Socioeconomic
development

Generational
renewal

• Inventory: median from the
data obtained.

• Indicators: Based on
UNEP/SETAC 2020 and
validated through interviews
with 15 local experts from
both case studies.
Local
Community
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Workers
and Farmer

•Level of buyer diversification.
•Capacity to influence the
price
•Payment term
•Contribution to market
concentration

•Exposure to extreme
temperatures
•Availability of days off during
the week
•Work physical hardness
•Mental exhaustion

Relationship with
suppliers and
buyers

Working
conditions

•Use of transnational
workers

Migration

•Farmers’ association
•Workers’ association

•Rate of fame to male
employees

Association

Equal
opportunities

Value-Chain
Actors
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Farms types and system boundaries
Reference period: 1 year (2020)

Activity variables in each farm type

Bajo Cinca (BC)
Peach production
42 ha
6 employees
Sale to large distribution
through large cooperatives or
companies/fruit warehouses.

Pre-production
operations

Growing

•Plantation
•Soil
preparation

Production

•Pruning
•Fertilizing
•Ligthten

Post-production

•Harvesting

•Unrooting trees
•Paperwork
•Transport

SPAIN
Baix Llobregat (BLL)
Multiple vegetables and peach
production
10 ha
4 employees
Sale directly to consumers and to
local markets.

Preproduction
operations
•Plantation
•Soil
preparation

Growing

•Pruning
•Fertilizing
•Ligthten

Production

•Harvesting

Farm type based on statistical data and interviews with local
experts.
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Postproduction

•Unrooting
trees
•Paperwork

Commercialization

•Packeging
•Transport
•Sales

Methods
• Impact Assessment: Adaptation of Subcategory assessment
method (SAM) by Ramirez et al. (2014).
• Basic Requirements (BR) established by 3 options:
1. Compliance with the law or international agreements.
2. When there are no regulation… National-sector average.
3. When there are no data… Scales based on literatura
review.

The farm is
proactive to
improve the
indicator
performance

ICompliance with
BR

A

B

C

D
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The indicator performance is The indicator is worse
workse than BR but it is in
than the BR and the
accordance with the context
context/ non-data

• E.G:
STAKEHOLDER
CATEGORY
Local
Community

IMPACT CATEGORY

INDICATOR

Food sovereignty

Chain length

Local
Community

Access to resources

Contribution to land
concentration

Workers

Working conditions

Availability of days off
during the week
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BASIC REQUIREMENT
Scale based on Sureau et al, 2019

LEVEL A

LEVEL B

LEVEL C

LEVEL D

0

maximum 1

more than 1

more than 2

According the Spanish agricultural census, the The organization tends to
farm national average 53ha. In BC is 91ha and reduce their land
in BLL is 14ha.
concentration.

The farm size is lower
than the national
average farm

The farm size is higher than
The farm size is higher than
the national average but
the national average and the
lower than the context
context
average

The weekly rest period is
respected although there
According to the Spanish agrarian agreement
for farm workers, the weekly rest period is one The weekly rest period is
Weekly rest is complied are periods of work that Weekly rest is not respected
longer than that fixed by law. with
on a regular basis.
day and a half.
are not.
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Life Cycle Impact Assessment (preliminary results)
SOCIAL IMPACTS INDICATORS
SOCIAL IMPACT CATEGORIES

Workers' association

BC

Farmers' association
Availability of days off during the week
Young farmers
Use of transnational workers

Association

Market concentration
Capacity to influence the price
Local suppliers
Level of diversification outlet

BLL

Food sovereignty
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Access to resources

Relationship with
suppliers and buyers

Working conditions

Contribution to agricultural productivity
Contribution to land concentration
Surface of organic crops

Generational
renewal

Importance of direct sales to consumers
Chain length
0

1
BLL
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BC
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Migration

Preliminary conclusions and challenges
• Social impacts in accordance with scientific literature review about double tendency in
farming systems (McMichael, 2009; Moragues-Faus & Marsden 2017): intensive farming
(land and market concentration higher productivity, who needs a great number of
transnational workers) vs territorialized food systems (higher impact on relationship with
suppliers and buyers and food sovereignty, diversification).
• BUT… Although working conditions indicators have not been analyzed yet, by the moment,
no differences appears between both productive models.
• Some challenges emerge:
• How to quantify and establish the Basic Requirement for qualitative aspects (e.g
mental exhaustion; use of transnational workers).
• How to include the context and system complexity that explain and influence
organization’s decisions(farmer). How can SLCA address it?
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Thank you for your kind attention.
Carmen Capdevila Murillo
carmen.capdevila@ub.edu

